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Abstract
Introduction and objectives. The aim of the study was describe the factors determining the evaluation of the hospital 
environment, especially satisfaction with care and individual needs of cancer patients.  
Material and methods. The study comprised 80 women with endometrial cancer diagnosed and treated surgery in the 
Clinic of Gynaecology and Obstetrics in Rzeszow, Poland, between 2011–2012. The study used 3 questionnaires: the Goals 
Attainment Scaling (GAS) questionnaires, and questionnaires developed by the EORTC Quality of Life group, i.e. the QLQ 
C-30 (general module) and the In- PATSAT-32.  
Results. Respondents indicated 36 goals/expectations and the most common (over 50%) concerned the normal course 
of the post-operative period. The overall index of all goals which were met was 7.0 points. General quality of life reported 
by respondents before surgery was at a medium level (52.3+16.8%). Emotional functioning received the lowest scores 
(61.0+18.8%). Most respondents assessed manual skills of hospital doctors and nurses as the best in the In-PATSAT 32 scale 
i.e. 69.9±14.7% and 67.3±16.1%, respectively. The worst ratings concerned access to hospital from the outside (50.8±16.9%) 
and easy orientation inside the buildings (55.9±16.0%).  
Conclusions. Analysis of correlations between GAS and the In-PATSAT32 scales proved that they cannot be used 
interchangeably since they measure different aspects of a patient’s satisfaction with hospital care. For this reason, the 
application of idiographic and nomothetic tests among cancer patients is helpful for evaluation of the hospital environment.
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INTRODUCTION

Traditionally used endpoints of oncologic therapy were 
remission rate, survival, and time to progression. The 
inclusion of QOL in oncology is increasingly common as a 
new end-point [1], following its developments in the field over 
the past 30 years [2]. There are many validated cancer specific 
instruments, the most widely used being: the Functional 
Living Index – cancer (FLIC); the European Organisation 
for Research and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC) QLQ C-30, 
and the Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy – general 
(FACT-G) questionnaire [1]. Interestingly, some of them were 
used more often in different parts of the world: FACT-G in 
the USA and EORTC QLQ-C-30 in Europe and Canada.

Measures of satisfaction with care for cancer patients have 
been developed for clinical studies and used in hospitals. The 
Patient Satisfaction Questionnaire (PSQ) indirectly assesses 
satisfaction with services by inquiring about general health-
care attitudes, in contrast to those scales that directly assess the 
setting and services actually encountered, such as the Client 
Satisfaction Questionnaire [3]. There is also the REPERS 60 
questionnaire for patients with non- metastatic cancer [4]; the 
Chinese Patient Satisfaction Questionnaire (ChPSQ-9) among 
patient with breast and lung cancer [5]; Evaluation of Patient 
Satisfaction among patients with breast cancer [6]; Medical 
Care Questionnaire (MCQ) for oncology outpatients [7]; and 

the EORTC IN-PATSAT 32 to assess patients’ perceptions of 
the quality of hospital-based cancer care [8].

Endometrial cancer has an incidence of about 25 per 
100,000 women. A comparison of overall survival with 
stage-related survival shows that most cases are diagnosed 
at an early stage, only 15% of the patients are present with 
advanced disease. Effective treatment of early stage disease 
is achieved by surgery alone. Endometrial cancer patients 
are usually older, and some of them are obese and suffering 
from other comorbidities [9, 13]. For these reasons, clinical 
pathways during surgical treatment and care can be used to 
increase the quality of care, and increase patient satisfaction.

The European Organization for Research and Treatment 
of Cancer (EORTC) Quality of Life Group has developed a 
cross-culturally questionnaire – the EORTC IN- PATSAT 32, 
to assess patients’ perceptions of the quality of hospital-based 
cancer care [8]. The measurement of patient satisfaction may 
constitute feedback information to clinicans in highlighting 
aspects of health care, and has become increasingly important 
for strategies to improve health care. Respect for a patient’s 
needs and wishes is central to any human health care system 
[10].

Patient satisfaction can be defined as the extent to which 
an individual’ s health care experiences match his or 
her expectations. Satisfaction is strongly linked with the 
expectations of the patient [8].

The Goals Attainment Scaling (GAS) is a method which 
examines the individual needs of a patient and is one of 
the elementary components of patient-centreed care. It was 
first introduced in the 1960s by Kirusek and Sherman in 
order to assess medical outcomes in mental health settings. 
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Since then, it has been modified and applied in many other 
fields: physical therapy, rehabilitation, early intervention, 
geriatrics, nursing care and communication disorders 
[11]. Long-term follow-up studies have related that goal 
achievements is related to the general quality of life measures 
[12]. The construct validity and criterion validity of GAS were 
evaluated via correlations with the following standardized 
outcome measures: Barthel Index, Brief Symptom Inventory, 
Health- Sickness Rating Scale and the Nottingham Health 
Profile. GAS was hypothesized to correlate strongly with 
standardized measures that address clinically relevant 
domains, which are similar to the goal areas identified in 
the GAS follow-up guides. GAS was also shown to correlate 
strongly with other measures that showed change, and it 
discriminated between lower and higher functional or QOL 
status [11]. The combination of scales of quality of life of 
cancer patients, and the evaluation of satisfaction with the 
care of the individual needs, is the main objective of the 
presented study..

OBJECTIVES

The aim of the study is describe the factors determining 
the evaluation of the hospital environment especially: 1) 
identify individual goals of endometrial cancer patients 
before hospitalization for surgery; 2) describe how patients 
assessed the realization of their goals; 3) compare the 
EORTC-PATSAT with GAS outcomes

MATERIALS AND METHOD

The study used three questionnaires: two nomothetic 
questionnaires developed by the EORTC Quality of Life 
group QLQ C-30 (general module) and the In-PATSAT-32; 
and the idiographic test-Goals Attainment Scaling (GAS). 
Additional questions were asked about demographics.

The QLQ C-30 is a questionnaire assessing global quality 
of life in cancer patients. It consists of 30 questions including 
three modules: functioning scales (physical functioning, role 
functioning, emotional functioning, cognitive functioning, 
and social functioning), symptom scales (fatigue, nausea 
and vomiting, pain, dyspnoea, insomnia, appetite loss, 
constipation, diarrhoea, financial difficulties), and global 
health status scales (global health status and quality of life). 
The EORTC IN-PATSAT-32 includes 32 items across 11 multi-
item and three single item dimensions or ‘scales’. Patients 
are asked to rate doctors in terms of their technical skills (3 
items), interpersonal skills (3 items), information provision 
(3 items) and availability (2 items). Nurses are similarly rated 
across the same dimensions, with items phrased to represent 
the nursing role (total 11 items). Additional items ask patients 
to rate other services and the care organisation, and include 
items relating to interpersonal skills and information 
provision (3 items), waiting time (2 items) and hospital 
access (2 items). The three single items refer to the exchange 
of information between carers, level of comfort specific to 
the environment, and an overall rating of care received. All 
items use five-point categorical response options – ‘poor’ 
through to ‘excellent’. All scores are linearly transformed to 
a 0–100 scale, where a higher score indicates a higher level 
of satisfaction [8].

The Goals Attainment Scale (GAS) is a method of evaluating 
the extent to which patient’s individual goals are achieved 
in the course of intervention. As a result, each patient has 
his/her own outcome measure; however, the rating system 
is standardised to allow statistical analysis. Traditional 
standardised measures include a general set of tasks (items), 
each rated on a defined level. In GAS, tasks are individually 
identified to suit the patient, and the levels are individually 
set around their current and expected levels of performance. 
An important feature of GAS is the ‘a priori‘establishment of 
the criteria representing ‘successful’ outcome for a particular 
patient, which is agreed with the patient and family before 
intervention starts so that everyone has a realistic expectation 
of what is likely to be achieved, and agrees that this would 
be worth striving for. Each goal is rated on a five-point scale, 
with the degree of attainment captured for each goal area: If 
a patient achieves the expected level, the score is 0. If a better 
than expected outcome is achieved, scores are +1 (somewhat 
better) or +2 (much better). If a patient achieves a worse than 
expected outcome, it is rated as: -1 (somewhat worse) or -2 
(much worse). Goals may be weighted to take account of the 
relative importance of a particular goal to an individual, and/
or the anticipated difficulty of achieving it [11].

The study group comprised 80 women with endometrial 
cancer hospitalised in the Clinic of Gynaecology and 
Obstetrics in Rzeszow, Poland. Consent was obtained from 
the EORTC as well as Bioethical Committee at Rzeszow 
University (No. 4/10/2011). Data were collected between 
October 2011 – February 2012.

The following patients were enrolled: women hospitalized 
with diagnosed endometrial cancer and qualified for surgical 
treatment who gave their informed written consent for 
surgical intervention and participation in this study. Patients 
were asked to fill-in the QLQ C-30 questionnaire one day 
before surgery, and write down five goals (expectations) 
related to their hospitalisation. During the postoperative 
period (one day before being discharged) the women filled-in 
the In-PATSAT-32 and assessed whether their goals were met, 
using a numeric scale ranging from -2 to +2. This assessment 
was performed on the original form on which they wrote 
down their expectations the day before surgery.

Statistical analysis. Statistical analysis employed Statistica 
software, version 10.0. Correlations between two numerical 
parameters were analysed using the Spearman’s rank 
correlation coefficient. The significance of differences 
concerning average levels of a numerical feature in two 
populations was examined with the Mann-Whitney test, 
which is a non-parametric alternative to the student’s t-test. 
Correlations between two variables measured on a nominal 
scale were analysed using the chi-square test of independence.

RESULTS

This prospective study included 80 women with endometrial 
cancer in its early clinical stage according to FIGO, i.e. stages 
IA and IB. The mean age of respondents was 60 years. The 
mean BMI value was 29.4. The number of women living in 
a rural area was similar to the number of urban residents 
(50%). Half of the group were patients with high-school 
education. The majority of the women also suffered from 
other comorbidities, mainly hypertension and diabetes. All 
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women underwent surgical intervention: hysterectomy with 
lymphadenectomy (56.3%) or total abdominal hysterectomy 
with bilateral salpingo- oophorectomy (36.3%) (Tab. 1).

Analysis of the information obtained from the respondents 
in the preoperative period from GAS allowed the arrangement 
of goals according to the frequency of their indication, and 
mean values for their realisation were added. In general, 36 
expectations were defined, the majority of which concerned 
the normal course of postoperative recovery. These goals 
were indicated by at least half of the study group. The highest 
scores were reported for: quick remobilisation after surgery – 
1.8 points (mean value), normal wound healing – 1.5 points 
(mean value), and short period of hospitalisation after surgery 
– 1.4 points (mean value). The remaining goals were indicated 
too few times to draw any conclusions, even though they 
received high mean values (up to 2.0 points) (Tab. 2).

The total index of all goals achieved in the presented study 
group was 7.0 points, and was insignificantly higher among 

Table 1. Demographics and disease characteristics of sample groups

 Variables Me  x ± s min-max

 Age 60.0 61.7±9.5  39-83

 BMI 29.4 31.3±7.5 19.5-55.1

Variables
 

Sample 
(n=80) 

(%)

Place of residence

country 37 (46.3)

town 43 (53.8)

Education

primary 14 (17.5)

vocational 17 (21.3)

high school 34 (42.5)

university 15 (18.8)

Preoperative diagnosis

Uterine cancer  76 (95.0)

Uterine cancer and myomas 3 (3.8)

Uterine cancer and ovarian tumour 1 (1.3)

Histology

Endometrial  75 (93.75)

Mesoephroid  1 (1.4)

Squamous cell  1 (1.4)

serous  2 (2.8)

non-epithelial  1 (1.4) 

 FIGO staging

Stage 0  6 (7.5)

Stage IA  38 (47.5)

Stage IB   17 (21.3)

Stage II   10 (12.5)

Stage IIIA   6 (7.5)

Stage IIIB  1 (1.3)

Stage IIIC  1 (1.3) 

Type of surgery

Hysterectomy  29 (36.3)

Hysterectomy with lymphadenectomy 45 (56.3)

Total abdominal hysterectomy with single 
salpingo-oophorectomy

  2 (2.5)

Total abdominal hysterectomy with bilateral 
salpingo-oophorectomy

 2 (2.5)

Hysterectomy with bilateral salpingo- 
oophorectomy with lymphadenectomy

2(2.5)

Coexisting diseases

Hypertension 28 (35.0)

Diabetes 19 (23.8)

Anaemia 6 (7.5)

Hyperthyreosis 3 (3.8)

Hepatic cirrhosis 1 (1.3)

Asthma 1 (1.3)

Status after heart attack 1 (1.3)

Coronary disease 1 (1.3)

No diseases 36 (45.0)

Table 2. Individual expectations expressed by respondents one day 
before surgery

All types of goals N Percentage1 x

normal wound healing 52 65.0% 1.5

short hospitalisation after surgery 49 61.3% 1.4

quick remobilisation after surgery 48 60.0% 1.8

lack of postoperative complications 47 58.8% 1.2

quick removal of uterine catheter 41 51.2% 1.3

short period of waiting for surgery 23 28.7% 1.0

quick removal of a drain 22 27.5% 1.1

preventive analgesia after surgery 21 26.3% 1.1

information received before surgery 19 23.8% 0.7

quick urination without aid 13 16.3% 1.6

friendly care 6 7.5% 1.8

providing contact with family 6 7.5% 1.0

correct diagnosis 5 6.3% 2.0

continuous contact with doctor 5 6.3% 0.4

well-being 5 6.3% 1.4

recommendations for home care after hospital 
discharge

5 6.3% 0.8

postoperative help 3 3.8% 1.0

good news about future health 3 3.8% 0.7

well-being after analgesia 3 3.8% 1.7

un-aided functioning after surgery 3 3.8% 1.7

effective surgery 2 2.5% 2.0

total recovery 2 2.5% 1.0

prevention 2 2.5% 1.5

support from medical staff 2 2.5% 0.5

no catheter 2 2.5% 0.5

no drain 2 2.5% 0.5

no metastases 1 1.3% 0.0

contact with a psychologist 1 1.3% 2.0

trusting doctors 1 1.3% 2.0

specialist consultations 1 1.3% 1.0

help after surgery 1 1.3% 2.0

quick waking from anaesthesia 1 1.3% 2.0

maintaining catheter for longer time 1 1.3% 0.0

physical fitness before surgery 1 1.3% 1.0

weight loss 1 1.3% 2.0

lower scales 1 1.3% 0.0

no choice 0 0.0% -

number of respondents 80 100.0% -
1 The sums do not have to be equal  to 100% since multiple answers could be selected  
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town residents than among women living in the country. 
However, a significant difference of five points was noted 
between women with postoperative complications (mean 
value of 1.8) and without any complications (mean value of 
7.0) (Table 3).

Low values of correlation were found between selected 
factors and the index of satisfaction. Therefore, it may be 
assumed that the level of satisfaction with personal goals 
met after medical treatment did not correlate with age, time 
to surgery, depression level, education, and the BMI. The 
only factor determining the level of satisfaction was the 
time of discharge from hospital (p<0.05). The longer the 
hospitalisation after surgery, the lower the index of goals 
met during medical treatment (Tab. 4).

The general quality of life described by respondents 
before surgery was on a medium level (52.3±16.8). Patients 
received the highest scores in two domains: role functioning 
(87.5±16.9) and physical functioning (79.1±15.7). The lowest 
scores were noted for emotional functioning (61.0±18.8). In 
the postoperative period, the respondents assessed the quality 
of received care (In-PATSAT 32). Manual skills of hospital 
doctors and nurses received the highest scores i.e. 69.9±14.7 
and 67.3±16.1, respectively. Moreover, interpersonal skills 
of nurses were found to be very good (64.5±15.7). General 
satisfaction with medical care was 68.4±16.8 (Tab. 5).

The next step was to examine correlations between 
components of the and the index of goal realisation. 
Correlations were positive, which meant that the relation 
was logical, i.e. the higher the In-PATSAT 32 scores the higher 
values of the index of satisfaction with medical care, mainly 
care provided by nurses and hospital doctors. However, the 
majority of correlations were, at best, weak or moderate. This 
meant that the In-PATSAT32 components and the index 
of goals met during medical treatment measured different 

Table 3. Index of achieved goals vs. selected parameters of a group

elements Me x ± s min-max

Iindex of achieved goals 7.0 6.7±3.2 -5.0-10.0

analysed elements place of residence

p

Index of achieved goals

country town

x s x s

6.2 3.3 7.1 3.2 0.0790

analysed elements

post-operative complications p

no yes

x Me s x Me s

Index of achieved goals 7.0 7.0 3.0 1.8 1.0 3.2 0.0010**

p < 0.05 *   p < 0.01**   p < 0.001***

Table 4. Correlation coefficients for selected factors with numerical or 
ordinal character vs. index of achieved goals

Independent factors Index of achieved goals

age -0.07

discharge from hospital (day) -0.26*

waiting time for surgery -0.08

education 0.15

BMI 0.12

Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient where:  |R| < 0.3 – no correlation; 0.3 ≤ |R| < 0.5 – weak 
correlation; 0.5 ≤ |R| < 0.7 – moderate correlation; 0.7 ≤ |R| < 0.9 – strong correlation; 0.9 ≤ |R| < 
1 – very strong correlation; |R| = 1 – perfect correlation;
p < 0.05 *  p < 0.01**  p < 0.001***

Table 5. Mean values describing general quality of life (QLQ C-30) and 
mean scores describing satisfaction with medical care assessed with 
the In-PATSAT 32

QLQ-C30 measures Me x ± s min-max

Global health status 50.0% 52.3%±16.8% 0.0%-100.0%

Physical functioning 80.0% 79.1%±15.7% 26.7%-100.0%

Role functioning 100.0% 87.5%±16.9% 50.0%-100.0%

Emotional functioning 66.7% 61.0%±18.8% 0.0%-100.0%

Cognitive functioning 66.7% 75.6%±16.5% 33.3%-100.0%

Social functioning 66.7% 76.3%±20.7% 16.7%-100.0%

Fatigue 33.3% 31.1%±14.6% 0.0%-66.7%

Nausea and vomiting 0.0% 6.5%±12.3% 0.0%-66.7%

Pain 16.7% 19.8%±14.8% 0.0%-50.0%

Dyspnoea 0.0% 15.8%±19.1% 0.0%-66.7%

Insomnia 33.3% 31.7%±24.2% 0.0%-100.0%

Appetite loss 0.0% 16.3%±20.5% 0.0%-100.0%

Constipation 33.3% 27.1%±24.9% 0.0%-100.0%

Diarrhoea 0.0% 7.9%±14.3% 0.0%-33.3%

Financial difficulties 0.0% 20.4%±25.7% 0.0%-100.0%

In-PATSAT32 measures Me x ± s min-max

Interpersonal skills (D) 50.0% 59.0%±16.8% 25.0%-100.0%

Technical skills (D) 66.7% 69.9%±14.7% 33.3%-100.0%

Information provision (D) 50.0% 58.8%±15.6% 25.0%-100.0%

Availability (D) 50.0% 59.8%±17.3% 25.0%-100.0%

Interpersonal skills (N) 66.7% 64.5%±15.7% 25.0%-100.0%

Technical skills (N) 70.8% 67.3%±16.1% 25.0%-100.0%

Information provision (N) 50.0% 58.3%±17.1% 16.7%-100.0%

Availability (N) 50.0% 59.4%±17.1% 12.5%-100.0%

Other hospital personnel kindnesss 50.0% 57.1%±13.7% 25.0%-100.0%

Waiting time 50.0% 57.7%±15.1% 25.0%-100.0%

Access 50.0% 50.8%±16.9% 25.0%-100.0%

Exchange of information 50.0% 55.9%±16.0% 25.0%-100.0%

Comfort/cleanliness 50.0% 55.6%±17.3% 25.0%-100.0%

General satisfaction 75.0% 68.4%±16.8% 25.0%-100.0%

Table 6. Correlation between In-Patsat 32 components and  patient’s 
satisfaction with medical care

IN-PATSAT32 components Index of achieved goals

Interpersonal skills (D) 0.44***

Technical skills (D) 0.49***

Information provision (D) 0.38***

Availability (D) 0.47***

Interpersonal skills (N) 0.25*

Technical skills (N) 0.27*

Information provision (N) 0.25*

Availability (N) 0.22

Other hospital personel kindness 0.38***

Waiting time 0.36**

Access 0.24*

Exchange of information 0.34**

Comfort/cleanliness 0.21

General satisfaction 0.35**

Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient where:  |R| < 0.3 – no correlation; 0.3 ≤ |R| < 0.5 – weak 
correlation; 0.5 ≤ |R| < 0.7 – moderate correlation; 0.7 ≤ |R| < 0.9 – strong correlation; 0.9 ≤ |R| < 
1 – very strong correlation; |R| = 1 – perfect correlation;
p < 0.05 *  p < 0.01**  p < 0.001***
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aspects of patients’ satisfaction with hospital care, and these 
tools are not interchangeable. Evaluation of care provided by 
doctors had the greatest impact on patient’s satisfaction with 
medical outcomes (p<0.001) (Tab. 6).

DISCUSSION

The age of our respondents is consistent with other reports 
where populations of women older than 60 years dominated 
[9]. Reis et al. found risk factors for endometrial cancer in 
Turkish women with lower education, history of hypertension 
or diabetes, and lower parity [13]. High values of the BMI 
were disturbing. The literature presents data confirming a 
relationship between high BMI values and the risk of cancer 
[14], especially endometrial cancer [9, 15]. As far as coexisting 
diseases were concerned, hypertension and diabetes were the 
most common, which also is consistent with other reports 
indicating that civilisation diseases belong the group of risk 
factors in endometrial cancer [16, 17].

The presented outcomes with GAS cannot be compared 
with findings by other authors because there are no 
publications with similar research methodology in cancer 
patients. Recent studies present the application of GAS in 
gynaecological non-oncological surgery. Bovbjerg et  al. 
published a report about women with pelvic organ prolapse 
who defined their goals and assessed to what extent these 
goals were achieved 3, 6, 12 months after surgery. With 
time, they scored better, indicating that they were more 
satisfied with their outcomes. This correlated with an 
improvement in quality of their lives assessed with the Pelvic 
Floor Diseases Questionnaire – specific measures of QOL 
[18]. Similar results were presented by Mahajan et al. in a 
group of 78 patients with urinary incontinence. Their post-
operative satisfaction was stable until the third months of 
follow-up, but in the next nine months the authors noted 
reduced satisfaction, which correlated with decreased goals 
achievement [19]. Another study concluded that GAS proved 
useful for individual planning of care among patients with 
Pelvic Organ Prolapse (POP) [20].

In conclusion, the findings of the above-mentioned studies 
indicate that GAS allows the patient to be included in a care plan 
through defining personal goals concerning hospitalisation, 
encouraging communication and cooperation. Therefore, 
it is another measure helpful in the realisation of patient-
centreed care.

In the current study, the general quality of life was on a 
medium level (52.3±16.8). Similar results were obtained by 
Conroy et al.: on the e QLQ C-30 scale the patients’ global 
quality of life was 58.11± 22.14; cognitive functioning – 76.04± 
24.80 and physical functioning – 78.5±18.60. The study also 
validated the FACT-G, and compared with EORTC QLQ 
C-30 and FLIC (Functional Living Index- Cancer). FACT-G 
Physical Well-Being and global scores correlated with all 
QLQ C-30 subscales [1]. Chan et al. described a longitudinal 
study on the quality of life after treatment (with EORTC 
C-30) on 144 patients with newly-diagnosed gynaecologic 
cancer. The individual patient’s QOL before treatment was 
insignificant, while the impact of treatment on the individual 
patient was significant in determining QOL after treatment. 
There was a strong correlation for all time points in most 
factors, indicating that the global health status, functional 
scales, and symptom scales exhibit a dependent change over 

time. Relief in symptoms was associated with improvements 
in functional scales [21].

In the presented study, general satisfaction with medical care 
was 68.4±16.8. Hjörleifsdóttir et al. used the IN-PATSAT32 
(EORTC IN-PATSAT32) version to compare satisfaction 
with care between 217 gender and different age groups. 
Overall, high satisfaction was found with communication, 
information and care that patients received from doctors 
and nurses. Patients were most satisfied with the nurses 
conduct, and least satisfied with the organization of service 
and care [22]. These results are consistent with the current 
results. Arrora et al. published similar findings for a group 
of 52 gynaecological patients receiving surgical treatment 
(with In-PATSAT 32). Standard of medical care provided, 
frequency of doctors’ visits, exchange of information with 
doctors, friendliness of the staff, and state of the ward ranked 
highly (>95%) on the patient satisfaction scales. Problems 
were identified with ease of access to and within the hospital, 
quality of food, and exchange of information with other 
hospital staff [23]. Another study including 80 Spanish cancer 
patients showed that individuals satisfied with medical care 
would be willing to recommend the hospital/ward to others. 
Correlations between the scales and single items of the 
QLQ-C30 and EORTC IN-PATSAT 32 were generally low, 
and the authors concluded that these results were in line with 
those of the EORTC validation study [24]. When comparing 
the results of the current study with those published by 
Jayasekara et  al. among 343 newly-diagnosed adults with 
cancer, similar results were observed in the former: manual 
skills of hospital doctors and nurses, 67.8±20.1; 61.0±21.4, 
respectively. General satisfaction was higher: 64.5±20.3 [25]. 
Similar results related to nursing and medical care were 
obtained by Balderas-Pena et  al. whose study included of 
476 cancer patients (breast cancer, NHL, colorectal cancer). 
They reported that the highest satisfaction with nursing 
and doctors’ care was observed among patients with breast 
malignancies (73.64±32.53; 90.0±18.25) and non-Hodgkin 
lymphomas (63.69± 37.78; 80.30±18.46) [26].

CONCLUSIONS

The presented analysis of correlations between GAS and 
the In-PATSAT 32 scales proved that they cannot be used 
interchangeably since they measure different aspects of 
patients’ satisfaction with hospital care. For this reason, the 
application of idiographic and nomothetic tests among cancer 
patients is helpful in evaluating the hospital environment.
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